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New Scheme for Image Space Path Planning Incorporating CAD-Based Recognition Methods for Visual Servoing Zahra Ziaei, Reza Oftadeh, Jouni Mattila∗ Abstract— Visual servoing techniques are widely used in the design of autonomous controllers for various robotic arms performing object manipulation in 3D space. Path planning in image space has been studied widely in order to generate the feasible trajectories for the visual servoing controllers. The main idea of image space path planning is to derive a practical paths for image features while taking into account variety of constraints imposed by the image and the physical environment. However, in many practical cases especially in complex and clutter scene spaces extracting the image features is not robust enough and it demands that the target features not to be occluded by the obstacles, robot’s body or the target object itself. In this paper, we present a new image space path planning scheme for markerless 3D target that bypasses the feature extraction requirement. Utilizing artiﬁcial potential ﬁeld method the planner generates the desired end-effector path such that a given target remains inside the image boundaries during the robot manipulation task . Experimental results are presented to determine the 2D and 3D generated path with reasonable accuracy for robotic manipulation scenarios.



I. I NTRODUCTION Over the past decades vision guided robotic has been introduced as a major approach in order to increase the ﬂexibility and accuracy of robot control systems [1]. Lots of trends in this area have evolved in Visual Servoing (VS) controllers for robotic manipulation task [2]. One of the main challenge of VS is maintaining continuous visibility for target tracking inside the camera ﬁeld of view (FOV) [1], [2]. Image space path planning based robust VS was introduced by Mezouar et al and improved for physical robot constraints [3], [4]. Path planning in image space has been recently optimized, globalized, and developed for physical constraints [4], [5], [6], [7] and different visual robotic aided scenarios for mobile robot manipulation task [8]. One of the key requirements of image path planning for VS is that the initial and desired 3D target positions in 3D Cartesian space should be known [3]. There are several approaches in 2D-3D pose estimation category [9]. An example of such framework is markerless augmented reality method which was introduced by Sundareswarn [10] and improved and robustiﬁed by Marchand and Comport [11], [12]. This method extracts the features to match with corresponding points of model to circumvent the geometric search space and estimate the object pose. This method is computationally efﬁcient and easy to realize. However, since the tracking process is based on matching the edges in the image space *Authors are with the Department of Intelligent Hydraulics and Automation (IHA), Tampere University of Technology, Tampere, Finland. [email protected], [email protected]
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by local search algorithms, it can rapidly fail in face of large initial pose differences. Furthermore, the pose estimation loses its robustness in the presence of high textured objects and cluttered background that often happens in practical applications. POSIT algorithm is another well-known method that has been frequently used for path planning in image space [3], [4], [8]. It can realize the position of the object directly from corresponding 2D image and 3D CAD model using local matching algorithm [13]. However it relies on the known corresponding points that are difﬁcult to detect in real world scenarios. Moreover, this method suffers from common issues such as getting stuck in local minima. Ulrich et al [14] presented a hierarchical approach based on image-view to search the maximum similarity between the real scene and its 3D CAD model. This CAD-based recognition method via monocular image is a popular method that is widely used in industry and academia to recognize the object with known geometry and estimate its pose [15], [9], [16]. Also this method is robust to noise, partial occlusion, clutter and lighting change. Its robustness can be further improved even more, by combining the idea of scale-space aspect graph with similarity aspect graphs [17]. In our previous work, we have developed this method as a markerless augmented reality for remote handling task [18], see Figure (1). In that scenario, lack of aided trajectories as a feedback, motivated us to solve this challenge via path planning in image space for markerless robot manipulation task.



Fig. 1. Markerless target tracking was developed for remote handling in ITER mockup, [18].



In this paper, we integrate 3D CAD-based recognition method into the image based planner to compose a novel planning scheme that could graciously enhance the performance of the planner. Furthermore, as we will show, the proposed scheme does not lose its robustness in the presence of unobservable or occluded target points. This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the 3D CAD-based recognition of 3D target using monocular camera. Section III shows the system conﬁguration and presents
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a new hand-eye-calibration method for robot mounted camera.The path planner method is detailed in Section IV and ﬁnally, Section V presents our trajectory workspace, Section VI appraises the experimental results that demonstrates the efﬁcacy of our proposed framework.



into camera image plane ( u, v) described as following [16]: u = v =



II. 3D CAD-BASED R ECOGNITION M ETHOD In this paper, the CAD-based recognition of 3D object is used to estimate the six dof pose of a markerless 3D target directly from the scene [17], which is desirable especially for vision guided robotics [19], [11]. Monocular recognition of 3D target over time is based on comparison of the image content with a sample 3D CAD model of the object, with or without texture surface. In this method, geometric camera calibration and dimension of 3D target are necessary to extract a precise 3D pose information from imagery. First, in off-line step a model is automatically trained from a 3D CAD model by estimating the range of poses for every hypothesized pose which may appear in front of the camera. This created 2D model using similarity measure is robust to occlusion, clutter, and lightening. Moreover, for each of them the corresponding 3D pose is stored. Next, in online recognition step, the hierarchical view-based approach can be used to ﬁnd the object in an image. Then for each found 2D view, the corresponding 3D object pose is computed by minimizing a geometric distance measure in the image. The measured accuracy is reasonable but limited to the sampling of the 2D view and sampling of the 2D pose during the 2D matching [14], [17]. The major problem in this regard is that since each 3D object has several 2D views which must be compared to the image, the algorithm is time consuming [17]-[14]. To deal with this major problem, we reduce the complexity of CAD model with manual simpliﬁcation process. Combining object recognition and tracking for simpliﬁed object model have shown promising results in near real time [18]. Remark that we can extract image points of the augmented wire-frame, instead of extracting features as in feature-based recognition methods.
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The transformation point from the image plane coordinates into the image center coordinates system is c=



u  v + Cx , r = + Cy , Sx Sy



(3)



u2 + v2 ), Cx and Cy respectively denote where a2 = ( the column and the row coordinates of the image center point (center of the radial distortion), K1 is the distortion coefﬁcient, and Sx and Sy are camera scale factors [16]. Computing these intrinsic camera parameters are necessary and prerequisite for the extraction of precise 3D information such as 3D position and orientation from imagery. Whenever a camera is mounted on top of a robot endeffector, it is important to know the relationship between the camera and robot’s hand. Robot kinematics model is always used to express the relationship between center coordinates of end-effector and camera center coordinates if the camera location in the end-effector is known. The problem of determining the relationship between the end-effector and camera refers to the hand-eye calibration method. A. Hand-Eye Calibration In order for a robot to use a mounted camera for estimating the 3D position and orientation of an object relative to its own base, knowing the relative poses between the camera and the robot base, between the camera and the end-effector, and between the object and the camera are necessary. In four frames: the camera frame   this workspace we have  , the end-effector frame C E , the robot base frame B,  ; see Figure (2). To obtain the and the object frame O



III. C AMERA M ODEL AND S YSTEM C ONFIGURATION In this section, we explain an overview of camera model and system conﬁguration. We have a mounted camera on top of the end-effector. For the pinhole camera model, the perspective projection is given by:     u f xc , (1) = zc y c v where (u, v) are image plane coordinates and (xc , yc , zc ) are orthogonal camera center coordinates and f is the focal length. The relationship between the object point in the world coordinates, w P , and the object point in the camera coordinates, c P , can be written as w P = w Hc c P , where w Hc is a homogeneous transformation matrix of the world coordinates system to the camera coordinates system. The lens distortion converts the image point projection, (u, v)



Fig. 2.



Hand-eye calibration conﬁguration.



camera position and orientation with respect to the robot base, we move the end-effector such that the entire robot base shape is in the camera ﬁeld of view, as illustrated in Figure (2). Then using CAD-based recognition method [14], we can estimate the position and orientation of the robot base coordinates with respect to the camera coordinates; see
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Fig. 3. CAD model projection of robot base center coordinates (right) and Its Denavit-Hartenberg coordinates (left).



Figure (3). Then we can obtain the transformation of the base rotation and translation with respect to the camera frame, i.e. C HB = [C RB ,C tB ], when t ∈ (3) and R ∈ SO(3), where (3) and SO(3) are respectively three dimentional euclidean space and three dimensional of robot rotational space. The robot forward kinematics gives the rotation and translation of the end-effector frame with respect to the robot base frame as B HE = [B RE ,B tE ], when t ∈ (3) and R ∈ SO(3). Therefore the hand-eye calibration equation can be written as: E



HC = (B HE )



−1 C



( HB )



−1



.



Let Fi , Fc , Fd and Fo are respectively the initial camera frame, the current camera frame, the desired camera frame, and the object frame. To recognize the target, the initial and desired camera frames must be directed to the object center coordinates such that the 2D projection of 3D object is in camera FOV. We do not rely on texture and reﬂectance information of the object’s surface and only the augmented model is enough to generate a 3D trajectory. This 3D pose estimation approach is associated with 3D matching [17] and there is not any image extracted features to create a vector of image features. Therefore we extract the vector of image points s rather than the vector of image features; see Figure (4).



(4)



To increase the precision of this method, we calculate the mean value of E HC over all poses. Remark that for each camera pose the entire shape of the base must be in the camera ﬁeld of view. IV. I MAGE PATH P LANNING BASED ON ARTIFICIAL



Fig. 4.



Extracted 3D CAD points and scaled camera trajectory.



POTENTIAL FIELD



Path planning in image space based on artiﬁcial potential ﬁeld was introduced by Mezouar et al [3]. Each robot motion iteration is inﬂuenced by an artiﬁcial potential ﬁeld V , which is the sum of two terms: 1) attractive potential ﬁeld Va , whose role is to pull the robot toward the goal trajectory Υ, and 2) repulsive potential ﬁeld Vr , whose role is to push the robot away from constraints such as obstacles and camera ﬁeld of view. → − The artiﬁcial force F(Υ)=− ∇V is the transpose of the gradient vector of V at F(Υ) = αFa (Υ)+βFrp (Υ), where Fa (Υ) denotes attractive force, Frp (Υ) denotes repulsive force, and Υ is a (6 × 1) vector representing the pose of the end-effector. Scale factors α and β are used to adjust the inﬂuence of repulsive and attractive forces. The discrete time trajectory along the direction of F (Υ) is obtained via the following equation [20], [3]: Υk+1



F(Υk ) , = Υk +  k  F(Υk ) 



(5)



where k is positive scaling factor and k is an index which increases during the generation of path. Planning a path is a method to ﬁnd a sequence of state transition that lead the end-effector from a given initial state to a desired goal state. To generate an off-line 3D path incorporated with CADbased methods via artiﬁcial potential ﬁeld, we assume that the mounted camera is under the inﬂuence of an artiﬁcial potential ﬁeld V .
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The point P0 is a projection of the object center frame in imuc , vc ] and the camera age 2D plane with coordinates pc = [ 3D center coordinates (x, y, z). The homogeneous transformation matrix C HP0 , gives the rotation and translation of object center coordinates with respect to the camera center frame. The homogeneous transformation matrix P0 HPj gives the rotation and translation of wire-frame points with respect to its center coordinates. To create the vector of image points we need the following chains which provide the rotation and translation matrix of each wire-frame point with respect to the camera frame C HPj : 



C C



R Pj = C R P0 . P0 R P j tP j = C R P0 . P0 t Pj + C tPj



(6)



The rotation and translation matrix, C HPj gives the 3D position and rotation values of the object [16]. Now we have the pose of all extracted vertices of wire-frame with respect to the camera frame. Consequently, corresponding points in the image plane points ( ui , vi )ni=0 are obtained via (1) and (2) and corresponding points in the image coordinates (ri , ci )ni=0 , are obtained via (3). We deﬁne the vector s = [P0 , P1 , ...Pn−1 ]T , which includes the extracted n wire-frame vertices with respect to camera coordinates system instead of extracted features vector in feature-based recognition approaches; see Figure (4).
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A. Attractive Potential Field The attractive potential ﬁeld Va , is a parabolic function pulling the robot goal conﬁguration to minimize the distance between the current and desired pose in 3D Cartesian conﬁguration space [20]. The desired pose or destination is deﬁned as workspace vector Υd = 06×1 . Thus we have 2 2 Va = 12 α Υ − Υd  or Va = 12 α Υ  with positive T T scaling factor α, where Υ = [ti , (uθ)i ] is a parametrization of end-effector workspace including the translational vector t and rotation vector R between Fc and Fd . Vector (uθ) is created using the axis and the angle obtained from the rotational matrix between Fc and Fd . The attractive potential force hence takes the form. → − Fa (Υ) = − ∇Va = −αΥ. (7) B. Repulsive Potential Field The role of the repulsive potential ﬁeld Vr is to push the robot away from the constraints [20]. For example, visibility constraint implies a potential Barrier function to push the arm to reach the goal state such that to keep all object projection points in the camera FOV. We do not rely on texture and reﬂectance information of the object surface. Therefore only the object image points are enough to generate a trajectories.



away from image limits. The artiﬁcial repulsive force shows the gradient vector of Vr (s) at Υ as following: Fr (Υ) = −(



∂Vr (s) T ∂Vr (s) ∂s ∂r T ) = −( ) , ∂Υ ∂s ∂r ∂Υ



or Fr (Υ) = −(



∂Vr (s) Ls Mr ) T . ∂s



r (s) ) can be calculated according to (8). Interaction ( ∂V∂s ∂s is a linear transformation matrix that matrix Ls = ∂r describes how image points of the wire-frame change with respect to the camera frame [1], [3]. Because of the effect of lens distortion the rewrite of the Jacobian matrix which is the function of z is ⎡ ⎤ Tx ⎢T ⎥ ⎤ ⎢ y⎥ ⎡f ⎢ ⎥ f 2 + u2i u i u i v i ⎢ Tz ⎥ 0 − − − − v u ˙i i z z f f ⎢ ⎥ ⎦ ⎣ = ⎢ ⎥ f 2 + vi2 f v  u  v  ˙ i i i vi 0 z −z − f − f u i ⎢ωx ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ωy ⎦



ωz (10) The end-effector equipped with camera, is moving with angular velocity denoted by [ωx , ωy , ωz ] and its translational velocity denoted by [Tx , Ty , Tz ] with respect to the camera frame. As already was deﬁned s, is composed of the image vector of n points and therefore the interaction matrix is calculated as the following: L(s, z) = [LT (P0 , z1 )...LT (Pn , zn )]T ]



Fig. 5. Repulsive Barrier function for FOV constraints, (right) and deﬁned limits in desired image state even occluded, (left).



The image 2n × 1 vector s = [P0 , P1 , ...Pn−1 ]T with Pi = [ ui , vi ] represents the projection of the object points in the image plane are obtained via (1), (2) and (6) where [um , uM ] and [vm , vM ] are the deﬁned limits of the image and n is the number of extracted wire-frame vertices; see Figures (4) and (5). When the extracted features reach the near of deﬁned limits, a repulsive force will be generated to push them away from the image limits [3]. The repulsive potential function Vr (s), for vector of extracted wire-frame vertices s, is as the following:   − ln( (1 − uumi )(1 − uuMi )(1 − vvmi )(1 − vvMi )) if s ∈ C 0 otherwise, (8) where C is a set of view which is deﬁned here with effect of lens distortion as {s/∃j (ui , vi )|ui ∈ (um −αd , uM −αd ),vi ∈ (vm − αd , vM − αd )} and αd is a positive constant representing the distance of inﬂuence of the image edges. The function Vr (s), tends to inﬁnity when at least one extracted image point of wire-frame gets closer to the image limits and is null if all extracted wire-frame points are sufﬁciently far



(9)



(11)



∂r or the variation of camera frame r to to calculate Mr = ∂Υ variation of trajectory Υ, we need to obtain the L−1 w which already was described in [3]. 



03×3 RTc Mr = (12) 03×3 L−1 w r (s) T ) for all extracted Finally we obtain Fr (Υ) = −( ∂V∂Υ wire-frame points with taking the lens distortion into account.



V. T RAJECTORY W ORKSPACE The discrete-time trajectory at iteration k + 1, denoted by Υk+1 , is obtained via (5) and (9) where the 6 × 1 vector Υj = [tj , (Uθ)j ]kj=0 , represents a parametrization robot workspace which provides the 3D trajectory {xj , yj , zj , αi , βj , γj }kj=0 in a 3D Cartesian space and 2D trajectory of a set of k points in image space {rj , cj }kj=0 , between initial and desired camera frame state. Using the hand-eye calibration method which was already explained, the relative pose between the camera frame and the end-effector frame is obtained. Therefore we can transfer the discrete generated 3D trajectory to the end-effector frame. In classical VS approaches, we extract the image features to calculate the correct pose of the target. Position based visual servoing (PBVS) and image based visual servoing (IBVS)
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are two main categories of VS [1]. PBVS uses image data to extract a series of 3D features to estimate target position to control the robot motion in 3D Cartesian space. On the other hand, in IBVS the image extracted features are directly used to control the robot. Our visual servoing system is similar to PBVS and employs the image data to estimate the position and orientation of the target to control the manipulator [9].



TABLE I I NITIAL AND DESIRED POSES OF THE OBJECT CENTER COORDINATES Pose Desired Initial



X(m) 0.0120 -0.061



Y (m) 0.0150 -0.054



Z(m) 0.0799 0.3486



α (deg) 130.241 171.27



β (deg) -3.8164 6.4141



Υ (deg) 62.824 251.28



In the desired camera state, the position and orientation of the object with respect to the camera frame for eight wireframe vertices of the object, denoted by s, are calculated via (1), (2), and (6). These positions and orientations are our desired goal workspace, Υd = 06×1 ; see Table (II) . TABLE II T HE EXTRACTED POSE OF SEVEN POINTS OF TARGET IN DESIRED CAMERA STATE



Fig. 6.



Proposed block diagram for presented path planning scheme.



Creation of the error vector Δ, is the basic idea behind our proposed VS; see Figure (6) Δ=



K 



|pi (t) − p∗i (t)|,



(13)



i=1



where pi (t) is the current estimated pose via CAD-based recognition method and p∗i (t) is the calculated pose via feasible generated trajectory in ith trajectory points. VI. E XPERIMENTS The proposed scheme have been applied for six dof Comau robot equipped with monocular camera. The CAD models of desired target and robot base are available. The goal is generating a trajectory in image space between initial and desired camera state such that the 3D markerless target remains in the FOV during the manipulation task. Our proposed hand-eye calibration approach determines the camera frame with respect to the robot base frame via (4) with reasonable accuracy. The error distribution of measured values x, y and z, for distances 0.45 m-0.75m between the camera frame and the base frame is illustrated in Figure (7).



Pose P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7



x(m) 0.0261 0.0260 0.023 0.0234 -0.0229 -0.0231 -0.0256 -0.0258



y(m) 0.0218 0.0140 0.0148 0.00701 0.0269 0.00963 0.0198 0.0025



z(m) 0.0768 0.0723 0.0892 0.0847 0.0691 0.0592 0.0815 0.0715



α (deg) 119.9 119.9 119.9 119.9 119.9 119.9 119.9 119.9



β (deg) 359.3 359.3 359.3 359.3 359.3 359.3 359.3 359.3



Υ (deg) 100.5 100.5 100.5 100.5 100.5 100.5 100.5 100.5



The positions and orientations of target wire-frame vertices when the camera is in initial state are estimated to show the initial camera workspace Υi . The goal is generating a trajectory between the initial camera workspace and desired camera workspace in image space. 2D trajectories generated with realistic repulsive force are illustrated in Figure (8). The obtained 2D trajectory for the same scenario without any repulsive potential force is illustrated in Figure (9).



Fig. 8. The generated 2D trajectory for desired (left) and initial camera image (right), with repulsive potential force.



Fig. 7. The error distribution of measured x, y and z for distances 0.4-0.75 m between the camera frame and the robot base frame.



Due to CAD-based recognition method we estimate the position and orientation of the object center coordinates for initial and desired camera state; see Table (I), [16] .
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3D trajectory is generated to show the entire path from initial camera state to desired camera state. This 3D trajectory with effect of repulsive potential force and without it are illustrated in Figures (10) and (11) respectively . The generated camera 3D trajectory will be transformed to the end-effector center coordinates via proposed handeye calibration approach. The end-effector could follow the trajectory in 3D Cartesian space to reach the desired pose. 2D trajectory ensures us to maintain the object image in camera ﬁeld of view.
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Fig. 9. The generated 2D trajectory for desired (left) and initial camera image (right), without any repulsive potential force.



Fig. 10. The generated camera 3D trajectory (position and orientation), with effect of repulsive potential force.
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